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Intro
This is Captain T6
Preparing for lift off
In 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... and were off

Let me explore you like Jupiter
I make a good Astronomer
Could you imagine what you do to her
Keeps me afloat Like Jupiter
Powerful like thunder
It's a myth that makes ya wonder
Goin n goooin - harmony
Goin n goooin - harmony

10, 9, 8... lift off
We're taking a trip into space
In our own world, own skin
Imagine us two
And gravity
I wanna explore your body from head to toe
Finding your special place
Your spot
Where only I can get you going
Our bodies are in motion
Like a genie I've got a love potion
We let out our emotions
As were slowly floating around

As we close our eyes
We float in the air, in and around our love
Upside down
Round and round
Our bodies intertwine
Fits perfect like a glove

Hook

A Magnetic force
Opposites attracting
Starting from your lips, then slowly kissing down your
chest
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Love seeing your reaction
Orbiting around you like the sun (I make it hot)
Your temperature rising
Each time I switch it up ? I get it up
I make it more surprising
Enticing
Appetizing
I put the icing (you put the icing)
On the cake... (on my cake)

As we close our eyes
We float in the air, in and around our love
Upside down
Round and round
Our bodies intertwine
Fits perfect like a glove

Hook

We've landed
We can't get
Enough
This voyage
Enjoying
Every single second of every minute of the hr

Hook
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